
Image Optimization Course 
Worksheets: Day 2 and Day 3. 

Answer the following to help you prep for Day 3:  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What do you do? What 
do you sell & Where?  
!

Who is your audience? 
Describe them?  
!

by Feuza Reis 
www.getfoundwithfuse.com

http://www.getfoundwithfuse.com
http://www.getfoundwithfuse.com


Keywords:

List 1-5 Keywords you want your blog/photos to be found for: 

1. !
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Now brainstorm the topics you cover on your blog:  
Think Categories and Subcategories.
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Blog Post Review.

Last 5 Blog Post review: what was the main idea or 
topic of your last 5 blog posts? 

 
!
1.  
!
2.  
!
3. 
!
4. 
!
5. 

!
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Blog Post Review cont.

Now look at some of the photos of the last 5 blog posts. 
Jot down the alt text you used on those photos. In 
Wordpress: Just click on pencil of photo to open it up 
and see the alt text:
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SEO IMAGE HUNT

Now to to Pinterest and research those 5 topics or 5 Alt 
text you used in your photos. Check the photos that have 
the most repins carefully. Read the text. Do you see any 
patterns? Do you see any new terms you had never 
thought of before? Are you surprised? If you are, I would 
love for you to tweet me & share how much you have 
enjoyed this excise or anything surprising that you have 
found. 
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Homework for Day 2.  
!

Find in your blog platform where you can 
optimize your photo file name/title, the alt text 
and description.  
!
If on Wordpress, then install the Yoast SEO 
plugin which can further help your posts get 
found online.  
!

H.W & Checklists
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Checklist for Day 3 and for general Image SEO.  
!



NOTES: WRI TE DOWN IDEAS, QUESTI ONS OR NOTES.
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